Abstract: Gain-and offset-compensated (GOC) modifications of four-phase inverting and noninverting switched-capacitor integrators based on the second-order Adams-Bashworth's integration method are presented. Analytical expressions for the gain, phase and offset voltage errors are derived and compared with the corresponding errors of the earlier ones compensated integrators. The two pairs of GOC integrators are used as building blocks of a bandpass biquad. The performances of the resulting filters are also compared.
Introduction
In designing switched-capacitor (SC) filters various transformations are in use to map the s-plane onto the z-plane. The most popular transformations are the bilinear (BL) and the lossless discrete integrator (LDI), because they preserve the magnitude-frequency response of the continuous-time s-plane prototype filter [1] . In [2 -6] non-conventional s → z transformations based on multistep numerical integration methods were proposed. The second-order Adams-Bashworth's (AB2), the third-order Adams-Moulton's (AM3) and the third-order Milne-Simpson's (MS3) integration algorithms are considered and the corresponding SC integrators are synthesized. These integrators are all derived from the simple inverting analog integrator in which the input resistor is replaced by an SC resistor with topology determinated by the integration method and the number of clock phases. Two pairs of four-phase inverting and noninverting AB2 SC integrators were proposed in [5] and [6] . The former uses fewer components, but in the latter a reduction in capacitance spread is achieved. A gain-and offset-compensated (GOC) version of the uncompensated AB2 SC integrators from [5] was proposed in [7] . This paper presents a GOC modification of the four-phase AB2 integrators described in [6] . Analytical expressions for the gain, phase and offset voltage errors are derived and compared with the corresponding errors of the GOC integrators from [7] . The two pairs of GOC integrators are used as building block of a bandpass biquad. The performances of the resultant filters are also compared.
Circuit architecture and theoretical results
In the following the operational amplifiers (op amps) are assumed to have finite dc gain A 0 and infinite bandwidth. This supposition is adequate for the analysis of SC circuits containing fast and relatively low-gain amplifiers. The nonzero input-referred dc offset voltage of the op amps is modeled as a voltage source at the noninverting input terminal.
Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show the circuits and the clock waveform of the two pairs of fourphase inverting and noninverting AB2 SC integrators, proposed in [5] and [6] . The blocks enclosed in broken line are the inverting (-R) and noninverting (+R) four-phase AB2 SC resistors. 
A GOC version of the integrators from Fig. 1 was proposed in [7] . The same GOC technique can be used for the integrators in The value of the holding capacitor C h is not critical and can be set equal to the unit capacitance (smallest filter capacitance). Table 1 compares the complexity of the two pairs of GOC AB2 SC integrators in terms of component count and area requirement. For the SC integrators in Fig. 2 a reduction of 55.56% in capacitance spread is achieved.
The transfer function of a nonideal integrator can be expressed in the continuous 
The corresponding expressions for the GOC modification of the integrators from 
The two pairs of GOC integrators have nearly frequency independent and comparable gain errors. The errors ) ( and then increases in negative values.
To compare the two pairs of GOC integrators in terms of offset voltage errors it is advantageous to use the known α β γ representation defined in [8] . The derived expressions for the dc gain ) 0 ( H and for the offset suppression factor γ are summarized in Table 2 .
Table 2
Comparison of GOC SC integrators in terms of dc gain H( ) 0 and suppression factor γ. 
GOC modification of the integrators DC gain H( ) 0
Suppression
Bandpass biquad with different integrators
As an example providing a comparison of the integrators considered, a bandpass biquad was designed. 
C C
13.59485 -for the biquad with the integrators in Fig. 2 . Subsequently, the integrators in the uncompensated structures (Fig. 5 ). It is observed that the finite-gain effect of the op amps is reduced for the filters with the GOC integrators. Table 4 Performance parameters of the GOC bandpass biquads with additional compensation. 
It is seen that the influence of Vos is also reduced for the GOC bandpass biquads.
Conclusion
Gain-and offset-compensated four-phase inverting and noninverting switched-capacitor integrators based on the second-order Adams-Bashworth's integration method have been presented and compared with previously proposed compensated integrators. For the novel integrators a reduction of 55.56 % in capacitance spread is achieved. The two pairs of compensated integrators have been used as building blocks of a bandpass biquad. The resultant filters exhibit nearly the same relative errors in the pole frequency p f , in the pole Q-factor p Q and in the amplitude p H at the pole frequency. It is due to the nearly the same gain and phase errors of the integrators considered. The pole frequency shifts have been centered around the ideal pole frequency by modifying two capacitances.
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